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To thrive in today’s complex business environment, global organizations are fast adopting
hybrid cloud model. Enterprise customers are constantly looking for agile methodologies,
outcome-oriented and experience-centric services to stay ahead of the technology curve,
and hybrid cloud adoption is becoming the de facto norm.

HCLTech brings core capabilities for hybrid cloud implementation with an ecosystem of
pa�ners, standardized and validated blueprint-based o�erings and hybrid cloud adoption
solutions to enable business with agility through its managed services and established
processes. VMware Cloud on AWS o�ers customers a unified environment to migrate,
extend and manage their on-premises vSphere-based workloads to the public cloud
rapidly and seamlessly.

Introduction 

HCLTech VelocITy is an integrated hybrid cloud o�ering that helps enterprises to extend their
on-premises environment to the public cloud. It delivers extensively tested software-driven
data center-level blueprints for successful hybrid cloud deployments leveraging AWS, catering 
operational consistency and e�iciency. `

Our solution

Features

VMC on AWS allows businesses to run their application workloads across VMware-based
hybrid cloud infrastructure, extending optimized access to the comprehensive native AWS
services while addressing data and cloud security, compliance and other challenges.
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Benefits

VMC on AWS o�ers a plethora of compelling business benefits for a customer to
choose from:
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Success Stories

Migration to VMware Cloud on
AWS for a leading American
multinational cooperation

Migration to VMware Cloud on
AWS (Oracle workloads) for a

leading financial services company



HCLTech is a global technology company, home to 211,000+ people across
52 countries, delivering industry-leading capabilities centered around Digital,
Engineering and Cloud powered by a broad po�folio of technology services and
software. The company generated consolidated revenues of $11.79 billion over
the 12 months ended June 30, 2022. To learn how we can supercharge progress
for you, visit hcltech.com.
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